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The study describes the spread of oriental cults in the basins of the Mediterranean and the 
Black Sea. Particular emphasis was put on verification of the Ptolemaic religion diffusion mod
els. Questions are raised pertaining to the role of grain trade, which appearsas an important fac
tor in inculcating the Greek poleis in the Black Sea region with the Hellenistic Egyptian beliefs. 
The literature on the subject is very extensive. Already in the nineteenth century it was taken up 
by the Romanian archaeologist and historian G. Tocilescu. The topic was continuously explored 
over the century with the last decades bringing a number of specialised seminars which resulted 
in numerous papers and monographs dedicated to Serapis and Isis1

• In case of the Black Sea 
region, Russian-language literature, as well as a monograph by Dr. Magdalena Olszta-Bloch, 
written at the University of Nicolaus Copernicus, were referenced2

• 

The origins of the cult of Serapis date back to the Hellenistic era. 1be deity was conceived in 
Ptolemaic Egypt during the reigns of the first three Ptolemies3

• It is commonly believed that the 
reason for establishing the new religion was the urge to unify the Greeks and Egyptians within 
a common state4

• To this end, the new deity combined the characteristics of the Egyptian and 
Greek beliefs. The religious syncretism determined the popularity of the cult5

• Its universalism 
consisted in combining individual domains of specific gods. Sarapis was responsible for the 
main spheres of life, among which the most important was the domain of healing and ruling 
the underworld. The Greeks perceived him as Zeus, Asklepios and Dionysus6

• The Egyptian ele
ments included references to the Egyptian Osiris, accented by the bond with the chthonic world 
and the marriage with Isis7

• Depicted seating on a throne, Serapis resembled Hades-Pluto. He 
was accompanied by Cerberus, the guardian of the underworld, lying at his feet, and by a snake, 

1 In preparation of the paper the latest and most important literature published mainly in the series Religions in 
the Graeco-Roman World (RGRW) were used. 

2 Olszta - Bloch 2011, passim. 
3 Plutarch, De Iside 28, Tacitus, Histories IV 83-84 (Ptolemy I Soter 267-282) Manetho is sometimes thought as 

the creator of the cult of Serapis. Most probably the idea of the new deity emerged during the reign of Ptolemy I 
Soter (323-282), however the constitution of the cult in the community must have taken place during the reign 
ofthe next Lagids, Stambaugh 1972, p. 6-7. 

4 Stambaugh 1972, p. 96-97. 
Bianchi 1970, p. 97-106; Wild 1981, p. 151-154. 

6 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 122-123, cf Engellman 1975, passim. 
7 Stambaugh 1972, p. 14-16. 
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probably alluding to Uraeus, the Egyptian symbol of power8
. This religious structure gained 

recognition in the Hellenistic world and quickly spread to other territories. One of the ways of 
popularisation of the cult to other regions of the Mediterranean is tied to the development of 
grain trade routes which successively reached the Black See basin9

• With the end of the Ptolemaic 
Egypt and the change of forces in the Mediterranean Basin, Serapis, probably along with the cult 
of Isis, gradually enters the territories of the Roman Empire 10

• 

During the Hellenistic period, traces of Serapis in Greek poleis from the Black Sea region 
were recorded mainly in the form of inscriptions. These sources come from Chersonesus, Olbia, 
Tyras, Dionysopolis, Histria and Tomis 11

• Moreover, few archaeological sources were discov
ered in the form of imported rings with iconography interpreted as images of Serapis and Isis. 
Two such monuments were discovered in Phanagoria and Panticapaeum12

• lt should be noted, 
however, that their interpretation is problematic. 

Serapis in the light of epigraphic sources from the Black Sea region 

Chersonesus, situated on the Crimean peninsula, acquired one of the oldest traces of the 
oriental cults in the Black Sea region. It is a marble slab found in sector 96 during excavations 
carried aut by the Russian expedition in 199313

• The monument was discovered in an ancient 
cistern and was probably recycled during the construction of the cistern. The Russian scientists 
suggested that the inscription was part of a larger whole, and was originally mounted in a sacri
ficial altar 14

• Due to the palaeography of the forged letters, the document was dated to half of the 
third century BC15

• 1be transcription has nat been yet incorporated into specialised inscription 
sets; its contents appear on the list of sources at the end of this study. The text of the document 
contains a simple dedication in honour of the Egyptian gods, including Serapis and Isis, macle 
by Charmippos - son of Pritanios16

• The Russian scientists see Charmpippos as the son of the 
nobleman portrayed on the drachmas of Chersonesus at the beginning of the third century who 
goes by the same name 17

• Assuming such identification is correct; it would mean that the elites 
of the city had a significant share in promoting the Ptolemaic cults 18

• The hypothesis must be 
considered in conjunction with the increasing importance of the Bosporan Kingdom in the 
Hellenistic world. 1t is demonstrated by the iconography of the parade flagship with n:n:: graffiti 
which was identified on the wall of the sanctuary of Aphrodite in Nymphaion 19

• 

Apart from Chersonesus, Olbia was alsa considered a place where the cult of Serapis 
was present. Such interpretations appeared after the publication of inscriptions discovered as 
early as the nineteenth century by M. A. Korostovcev. The text was dedicated to Isis, Serapis 

Stambaugh 1972, p. 14-16. 
Sociologists of religion point out that once a religion has established control over the expression of religious 
feelings, rituals end up regulating more or less the entirety of every-day life, which is reflected in all social acts. 
The term comprises such important aspects of production as: harvest, sailing and trade, cf Alvar Ezquerra 2008, 
p. 208-211. 

10 Versluys 2002, passim. 
11 Tacheva 1983, p. 3-19; Takacs 1995, p. 182-184; Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 124-130. 
12 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 126-127. 
13 Vinogradov/Zolotarev 1999, p. 358. 
14 Vinogradov/Zolotarev 1999, p. 359. 
15 Vinogradov/Zolotarev 1999, p. 360. 
16 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 215. 
17 Vinogradov/Zolotarev 1999, p. 360-362. 
18 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 125. 
19 Grac 1987 p. 87-95. 
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and Poseidon. The chronology of the monument was initially set at the Hellenistic period20
• 

However, the document referred to the Roman period, as determined by D. V. Jurgevich based 
on the shape of the carved letters21

• This interpretation was confirmed after the discovery of the 
missing piece of the inscription dedicated to Alexander Severus22

• 

Another place where inscriptions listing eastern deities were found is Tyras - on the west 
bank of the Dniester Liman23

• Discovered there was a short thanksgiving inscription made on a 
white marble. Despite the fact that the left side of the document was destroyed24, it is possible to 
read an inscription entrusting the son of Cratinus of unknown name to: Isis, Serapis and all the 
gods who are with them25

• The document is dated to the first century BC26
• 

Much more evidence of the Egyptian beliefs among the Greek poleis was discovered in the 
area ofDobruja. Save for Chersonesus, the oldest inscription from the eastern coast of the Black 
Sea was found in Histria27

• lt was made on a marble stele28
• The palaeography of the text was 

set at the third century BC29
• The document analysis shows that the inscription was a type of a 

public decree which mentioned Serapis. lt indicates that the introduction of the cult was carried 
out by the council of the polis, in reference to the oracle of Apollo at Chalcedon30

• Some of the 
researchers interpret the data as a top-down introduction of the new cult having characteristics 
of an official religion31

• In addition, they see an analogy to the inscription of the Chersonesus, 
where the cult of Serapis was also supposed tobe widespread32

• All these hypotheses aside, what 
should be noted is a clear politica} context of the oriental religion being present in the region33

, 

although its nature is debatable. lt must be emphasised that D. M. Pippidi points to the impor
tant role of trade in promoting the Ptolemaic religious ideas34

• 

Also from Histria comes another similarly dated inscription35.lt mentions a local associa
tion of heronautai which is identified with a committee translated as vessel of Isis responsible 
for the organisation of the annual festival in honour of the goddess36

• What is important, the 
inscription mentions that the dedication was financed with own funds 37

• This goes to show that 
the eastern cults in this polis could be regularly celebrated as early as that time. What is more, 
they must have been inspired by the local elites who had their own funds for this purpose. 

During subsequent excavations in Tomis, a total of 5 inscriptions listing the eastern deities 
were uncovered. Among them, two are firmly dated to the late Hellenistic period38

• The first 
inscription39

, as in the case of Tyras, comprises a brief dedication in honour of Serapis made 

20 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 127. 
21 Olszta-Bloch 2011,p. 128. 
22 12 IosPE 184. 
23 Samoylov 1988, p. 8-9. 
24 Takâcs 199 5, p. 191. 
25 SIRIS 713. 
26 Pippidi 1975, p. 103-104. 
27 SIRIS 709a; SEG 24; ISM I 5. 
2
R Takacs 1995, p. 190. 

29 Tacheva 1983, p. 16. 
30 SIRIS 709a, 5. 
31 Pippidi 1975, p. 98. 
32 Pippidi 1975, p. 98. 
33 Takacs 1995, p. 190-191. 
34 Pippidi 1975, p. 98-102. 
35 SIRIS 709. 
36 Vidman 1970, p. 76-87. 
37 Takacs 1995, p. 190-191. 
38 Takâcs 1995, p. 187. 
39 SIRIS 706. 
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by the son of Polydorus of unknown name. He was probably a stranger in the town who came 
from Sinope, which can be explained by the commercial exchange between these two centres40

• 

The text indicates that the sacrifice was macle as a result of an instruction revealed in a dream41
• 

The second of the documents is much more extensive and causes numerous problems. The 
inscription was macle on a marble slab. lt is seen as a dedication to commemorate a construction 
of a sanctuary42

• The text presumably begins with a greeting. lt lists Dionysios the son of Hedylos 
who built the temple with his own money43

• Mentioned next is lsidoros- the priest of Zeus who was 
involved in the construction works44

• The teophoric name of the priest which is to be associated with 
Isis leads to the conclusion that the priest must have been familiarised with the Egyptian cult back in 
his family home45

• A service to Zeus did not rule out a participation in creating the pantheistic sanc
tuary which worshiped not only the Great Zeus, but also Serapis, Isis and Anubis, and all the gods46

• 

Some researchers believe the chronology of the document should he moved to the first century AD, 
as in the early stages of the cult the syncretism of deities was not as strongly developed47

• 

The last Tomis inscription may hypothetically be dated to the late Hellenistic period, but 
it is also considered a text from the first century AD48

• lt was placed on a stele by decision of 
the council of polis49

• lt is one of the few records of Charmosyna50 being celebrated outside of 
Egypt51

• lt was dedicated to all those who rejoice the "joys" oflsis52
• lt proves the existence of the 

temple of Serapis, next to which it was exposed to the public view, as mentioned in the text53
. 

According to some researchers, the name of the festival was unknown to the inhabitants of 
Tomis. Such conclusions were drawn after analysing verses 6-754

• Assuming the correctness of 
such interpretation, the inscription should be read in a politica! context. lt can demonstrate the 
relationship between the city elite and the local place of the Eastern cult. 

On the coast of the Black Sea, below the line of the Danube, there is one more well-known 
inscription listing Serapis55

• The epigraphic material formed on a marble slab dates to the second 
half of the first century BC56

• lt was discovered in the region of Southern Dobruja in the ancient 
Dionysiopolis57

• The inscription mentions a citizen named Akornio who during Dionysiawas to 
be awarded a golden crown for organising processions and sacrifices in honour of E>eoc;Meyac;, 

40 Tacheva 1983, p. 11, Taking into account the creation of the cult of Serapis (according to Plutarch, De Iside 28), 
the absence of Serapis monuments in Sinope is surprising, as this is where the model of the divine statue was 
taken from, Kater-Sibbes 1973, p. 54. 

41 SIRIS 706. 
42 Takacs 1995, p. 187. 
4J SIRIS 705, 1-2. 
44 SIRIS 705, 1-2. 
45 Clarysse/ Paganini 2009, p. 68. 
46 SIRIS 705, 5-6, Naming Serapis next to Zeus points to his significant role in the society of the Black Sea region. 

Serapis appears as a universal deity, responsible for the most vital spheres of life, and therefore a very powerful 
one, cf Bianchi 1970, p. 97-106. 

47 Tacheva 1983, p. 10. 
48 Tacheva 1983, p. 9. 
49 Talcics 1995, p. 188. 
5° Charmosyna is a religious holiday associated with celebrating the death and resurrection of Osiris and the birth 

of Horus-Harpocrates Herodotus III, 2 7. 
51 Tacheva 1983, p. 9. 
52 Takacs 1995, p. 188. 
5J SIRIS 704, 20-21. 
54 Tacheva 1983, p. 9-10. 
55 SIRIS 703; IGRR I 662; IG Bulg. 13. 
56 Tacheva 1983, p. 6-7. 
57 Takacs 1995, p. 186. 
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which in this case refers mast likely to Dionysus - thepatron deity of the city58
• In addition, 

information was given that he was recognised by the majority as the priest of Serapis59
. It is 

hard to clearly state whether the divinitieswere one and the same being for the followers from 
Dionysiopolis. However, the information contained in the document indicates a relationship 
in the perception of the two deities. It can be caused by the said linking of domains. In this 
case, by the supernatural providence associated with the earthly cycle, abundance of crops and 
trade60

. Reference to Serapis may indicate a long-range maritime trade. lt is worth noting that 
the Akronio's undertaking was completed at his own expense61

. He had to be one of the richest 
and mast influential citizens of Dionisiopolis. 

Diffusion models of the cult - criticai take 

Over the years of research, the epigraphic material described above contributed to elaborat
ing a number of theories regarding the infusion of oriental cults in the Black Sea region. One of 
the numerous views on this issue is the concept of direct political pressure. It was to be carried 
aut through active diplomacy of the Ptolemaic court in relation to the Bosporan Kingdom62

• Such 
interpretations are especially popular in Russian literature. They were constructed in opposition 
to the first concept of M. Roztovtsev who pointed to a significant part of the economy (includ
ing grain trade) in the contacts between the Bosporus and Egypt63

• Treister, on the other hand, 
formulated his ideas bearing in mind monuments in the form of the already mentioned rings 
decorated in line with Ptolemaic aesthetics, which he described as direct evidence of political 
contacts64

• Historical context was also significant. In this case, the desire of gaining new allies by 
Ptolemy II is highlighted, which would be necessary after the defeats suffered during the Second 
Syrian War65

. Yet another important element is the widely discussed papyrus from the Zenon 
archive informing of the visit of the deputies of Pairisades II in Egypt66

• Individual was identified 
as the king of Bosporus67

• The document was repeatedly summoned as further evidence of the 
links between the discussed centres68

• However, the papyrus does nat clearly explain the reason 
for the visits69

• Hence, it is indicated by Roztovtsev as evidence of an agreement on economic 
matters, and by other Russian researchers as evidence of the diplomatic or military conditions70

• 

Further proof of politica! motives for the introduction of the cult is the iconography of the 
ship from the sanctuary of Aphrodite in Nymphaion. According to the interpretation of the 
N. Grac, it constitutes a direct graphical record of the visit, which should be read as a response to 
the said vi sit of the deputies of Pairisades II in Egypt71

• This thesis was eagerly taken up by Russian 
and Ukrainian scholars72

• Moreover, it is also accepted in the works of the American researchers 

58 Takacs 1995, p. 186. 
59 SIRIS 703, 10-14. 
60 Bianchi 1970, p. 97-106. 
61 SIRIS 703, 13. 
62 Treister 1985, p. 138-139; Grainger 2010, p. 93. 
63 Roztowzew 1925, p. 111-128. 
64 Treister 1985, p. 126-127. 
65 Treister 1985, p. 138-139; Grainger 2010, p. 117-136. 
66 P. Lond. 7. 1973 (SB III 7263). The criticai analysis is presented in the monograph: Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 36-71. 
67 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 35. 
68 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 37. 
69 P. Lond. 7. 1973 (SB III 7263). 
70 Treister 1985, p. 138-139. 
71 Grac 1984, p. 81-88. 
72 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 25. 
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who focus on defining the technical parameters of the trireme73
• However, an important voice 

in the discussion is the iconographic criticai analysis carried aut by M. Nowicka who postu
lates a different interpretation. According to this researcher, the image of the warship should 
be perceived more allegorically than simply a record of a historical fact74

• The temple context of 
the graffiti has its significance. Through the mythological images in the form of Dioscuri -the 
patrons of trade, the image is linked to a diplomatic gift or establishing new business contacts75

• 

The causative factor is found more in the individual approach of the author of the graphics, who 
could be an inhabitant of Egypt, than in the offi.cial propaganda of the Bosporan Kingdom76

• 

In the light of the discussed interpretations, the politica! model of infusion of the Serapis 
cult may explain the appearance of the oldest inscriptions of Tomis and Histria dated to the 
third century BC. However, the theses on politica! motives of introducing the cult seem exag
gerated77. The diverse and highly questionable source material inclines to consider alternative 
concepts. Contacts between Egypt and the Pontic centres during the third century BC must have 
been present. They did nat necessarily have to he formalised at the state levei. Disputahle is the 
nature of these contacts, which could be indirect or direct. It should alsa he noted that the popu
lar concepts of the Russian researchers emphasising the diplomatic contacts may resuit from the 
desire to highlight the politica! importance of the northern coast of the Black Sea78

. 

In response to the concepts of the poli tical impact of Lagids on instilling the oriental beliefs 
and the presence of Egyptian imports, an interesting thesis was formulated regarding the return 
of Thracian and Scythian mercenaries from service in the Ptolemaic army79

• Once a contract 
was fulfilled, the Barbarians were to return to their homeland, bringing new religious ideas with 
them80

• Such infusion model of the Serapis cult is quite convincing considering the historical 
context of the Syrian Wars81

. The proposed theory can explain the occurrence of short thanks
giving inscriptions known from Tyras and Tomis82

• However, the argument is nat strong enough 
to explain the circumstances of dedication of the remaining inscriptions. 

For these reasons, it is worth to consider the former concepts which explained the con
tacts between Egypt and Pontus Euxinus from the perspective of economic relations. As men
tioned previously, these theses were first formulated hy M. Rostovtsev83

. They were based on the 
assumption of competition between grain producers. Both centres were to seek to monopolise 
the market of the eastern Mediterranean84

. The described relations were direct in character. Due 
to the criticism of Rostovtsev's views, which consisted in indicating the lack of conditions for 
developing competition hetween such distant centres during the Hellenistic period, the return 
to his assertions appears impossible85

• 

Despite all this, it is very likely that the development of grain trade routes, progressing from 
the third century BC, had a significant impact on the appearance of numerous monuments in 

73 Murray 2001, p. 251-252. 
74 Nowicka 1999, p. 67-72: The author indicated the place of exposition of the graffiti. The monument was situated 

between other private votive gifts, in a niche of a less important part of the temple. 
75 Nowicka 1999, p. 69. 
76 Nowicka 1999, p. 72. 
77 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 126. 
78 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 19. 
79 Grainger 2010, p. 206. 
80 Litvinenko 1991, p. 23-25. 
81 Avram 2007, p. 128. 
82 SIRIS 706, 713. 
83 Roztowzew 1925, p. 111-128. 
84 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 22. 
85 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 23. 
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the Egyptian type as well as imports. The mutual contacts, however, were indirect. The centres 
on the islands seem an important element of the economic chain. They were the place to stop 
during travel, making them a link between distant sites. In the beginning, an important role in 
such mediation was played by Rhodes86

• From 167 BC the said centre lost to Delos, which suc
cessfully competed for the primacy in grain redistribution87

• What is important, Delos was at 
that time already a strong centre of the Serapis cult outside of Egypt88

• 

The process of transport of goods and ideas via Rhodes is evident on the west coast of the 
Black Sea. In the urban centres, where traces of the Serapis cult have been discovered, Hadra 
ware can be found89

• On the island of Rhodes these types of vessels are popular in funeral con
text and make a fine argument for a lively activity between the centres90

• 

With respect to the northern region of the Black Sea coast, relations with Rhodes over the 
third and second centuries BC are also visible. They are evidenced by a rich archaeological mate
rial in the form of amphorae of Rhodes found on the sites of the Crimea91

• 

For Black Sea region the importance of trade routes leading towards the south was evidenced 
during the conflict on the Bosporus between the coalition of Histria and Kalatis and Byzantium. The 
intluence in Tomis was a key factor to the dispute92

• On the one hand, it shows the economic strength 
of the Pontic centres and their pursuit of monopoly in the grain trade. On the other hand, it illustrates 
the strategic value of the basin of the Propontis which allowed the exchange of goods93

• On these 
grounds, the economic infusion model of the Egyptian religious ideas appears as most likely. 

Final condusions 

The discussed epigraphic material from the Pontic centres attest to the presence of the Serapis 
cult in the region already in the third century BC. The observed infusion of the eastern religious 
ideas took place relatively early. First dedications are more associated with individual actions. A 
relatively small number of inscriptions show they were most likely not the resuit of politica) or 
diplomatic game aiming at imposing the beliefs of the Ptolemaic Egypt on the residents of the 
Black Sea region. These inscriptions expressed a personal need of an individual. To quote the 
documents: they were revealed in a dream or an oracle. At the end of the Hellenistic era the cult is 
well developed, with a centre believed tobe located in the sanctuary ofTomis. Despite numerous 
concepts suggesting the cults were common and centrally ordered, the element of individualism 
is not to he dismissed. Almost all the dedications in honour of Serapis are accompanied by a note 
highlighting they were erected at own expense. Therefore, the oriental religions could in fact be 
infused by the wealthy, possibly city elites, who drew on the trade. Jt is the economic motives 
which are considered most likely in spreading the Ptolemaic ideas. Ali of the poleis where inscrip
tions appeared were situated in convenient locations to foster the exchange of goods - including 
the Dniester and the Danube liman. They were strong grain production centres that in the short
age market were in demand. Through the islands of Rhodes and Delos the goods were redistrib
uted to other parts of the eastern Mediterranean. Along with the Egyptian goods came religious 
ideas which were successfully cultivated throughout the Hellenistic and the Roman period. 

86 Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 115-116. 
87 Tomlinson 1976, p. 77. 
RR Bruneau 1970, p. 458-466; Wild 1981, p. 154-155. 
R

9 Lungu 2007, p. 1021. 
90 Lungu 2007, p. 1025. 
91 SztetyUo 1972, p. 75: In Tanais up to 90% of imports of transport ceramics came from Rhodes. 
92 Buzoianu/Bărbulescu 2007, p. 294. 
93 Buzoianu/Bărbulescu 2007, p. 295. 
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Inscription index94
: 

Chersonesus III BC 

Xapµ1mrn~ITpuTav10~ 

KaT' rniTayµa 
:Lapamu 'Imu.Avou~195 

Histria III BC 

['''EcSoţn111 ~]ou>..11[1 Kai TwtcS~ I µw1 · E7n]µ11v1euov[rn~ ---1 „.]u rnuKpaTE 
[---HpaKIAEi J811~Moviµournt[Ev arro] I 

5 CTTa>..11vatu7tOTOU [8~µom:1~] Ka>..1186vaav8p[a~ TpEL~] I o]i xp11aµovA~\j!OV[Tamapa I 
TO ]uE>rnuT11m6\e1 u[rrtprnu I :Lap ]amo~Tiva K---96 

(SIRIS 709a = SEG 24 = ISM I 5) 

Histria III BC 

--- cp1>..[ ov I --- Meve]Kparnu~ [--- 1--- rr]aarncj>6pwv [ -- I ---y] uvmKa8rnurnu I 
5 --- l]epovauTmav[E811Kav 1---] EKTwv18iwv [---1---rr] poaTarnuvTo~ [rnu I Ko1vou.Ap1a] 

Tapxou ---1---97 

(SIRIS 709) 

Tyras 11-1 BC 

--- ~ KpaTtivou :Lapam81 ···1auS1 I --- E>rn1~auvao1~ xaptaT~ptov98 

(SIRIS 712) 

Dionysopolis second half ofthe I BC 

---amapa--- I --- rnvavt>..a~e--- I ---o~E>e6cSwpovKaiEm --- I 
---aav T01~18io1~8arrav11µam --- I 

5 ---aTwvauvarrocS[11Jµwv arr11[p]aT[o--- I ---Ei~.ApyecSauov rrpo~TOV rraTEpa a[urnu? I 
--- rrapayE]v6µevo~8e KmauvTUxwv aµa--- I ---v TllV arr' auTou KUTEKT11CTaTo T11[~8e I 
---arrt] >..uaevTov611 µov1epw~Teyev6 µev [o~ I 

10 ---? rnuE>rnuMey]a>..ouTa~TE rroµrra~ Km Ta~8uaia~ [t I rrnt>..we >..aµrr]po~ Km Tot~ 
rroAtTm~ µeTEClWKEV T[wv I KpewvTWTE :Lap]ane1 >..axwv1epw~oµoiw~To1~ 8arr[av~ I 
µamv avwTpacp ]11 KaAw~ Km cj>1>..aya8w~ I 

94 The transliteration was written using simplified Greek alphabet. 
95 after: Olszta-Bloch 2011, p. 125. 
96 after: Takacs 1995, p. 190. 
9
i after: Takacs 1995, p. 190. 

98 after: Takâcs 1995, p. 191. 
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14-42 ommitted 
43 oE[oo I x8Ja[m1] ~OUATJ Km TWO~µo en11v11cr8m µEv Em TOUTOL~ 'AKopv[wv[a] I 
45 ~Lov[u]cr[ou Km crTE<pavw811vm auTovevToL~~Lovucr[mqpucr[w] I crTE<pavw Km 

ELKov1xaXK11crncpavwcr8m OE auTov Km EL~rnv X[m I nJovxp[ov]ov Ka8' EKacrTov no~E 
VTOL~~Lovucr[oLqpLcrwcrTE[cpavlwcSE[ ... ]cr8m OEaVTOU Km EL~avacrTamv avOpLaVTO~ 
TO 1 novTOV emcpavfoTaTOV TTJ~ayopa~99 

Tomis I BC 

I:apamo[L. .... ] I o<;ITo\uow[pov] KaTaovap I 1:Lvwneuc;100 

(SIRIS 706) 

Tomis I BC 

[ Aya811 LTUX] '1 L • ~Lovumo~ 'HM\oueKTWv I [ [o[wvK] aTWKEuacrevo La 
rn[u[]E[pew~T]ou [~Lo~ImowpouTouKa[E>m ..... [~L[] TWL I [µEyaXoL] KalEîaLOLKa[ I 

5 [Avou ]~LOLKa[8rn1~namv101 

(SIRIS 705) 

Tomis I BC 

-1.Xut ---1 cropo ---1 [n]pwrnu [TTJ~"'"Im] I 
5 OO~TOL~ [KaĂ.ou] µevm~Xa[pµo] I cruvOL~UPETTJ~I EVEKEVKa[crw I cppocruvri~·TfJVOE I 
10 rn1µeAELQVTTJ~ I avayopEUO"EW~ I TOUO"TE<pclVOU1TOL I [E]tcr8mrnu~npocr I [E]OpEUOVTa~ 

[TwLL) 

15 IEpw1·ToOnjl~cp1cr I µafoypacp11va[1] I EL~TEĂ.aµwva I AEUKou\18ouKa[[] I avaTe811vmd~T[ o] 
20 [Epovrnu:Lapa I moo~102 

(SIRIS 704 = SEG 24, 1053) 

99 after: Takâcs 1995, pp. 186-187. 
100 after: Takacs 1995, p. 187. 
101 after: Takacs 1995, p. 187. 
102 after: Takacs 1995, p. 188. 
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GRAIN TRADE AND DIFFUSION OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF 
THE PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. A FEW OBSERVATIONS OF THE 

CULT OF SERAPIS IN THE BLACK SEA BASIN 
(Abstract) 

Archaeological finds indicate that the cult of Serapis and Isis was present in the Black Sea region 
as early as the Hellenistic period. Questions regarding the circumstances of the influx of the new reli
gious idea were raised mainly by the Russian researchers, and more recently by M. Olszta-Bloch from 
the University of Nicolaus Copernicus. The syncretic deity of Serapis was established during the reigns 
of the first Ptolemies (305-221 BC) in order to integrate diverse society of the Hellenistic Egypt which 
consisted of groups of indigenous Egyptian population as well as Greek immigrants - both constituting 
a ruling elite. 

One of the fi.rst recorded archaeological sources mentioning the new oriental deities in the Black Sea 
region was the inscription of Chersonesus in the Crimea. Palaeography of the document was estimated at 
the mid-3rd century BC. Inscriptions of equally early chronology were identified in Olbia at the mouth 
of the Boh and Dnieper rivers, Tyras over Dniester, Tomis as well as Histria at the mouth of the Danube. 
The influx of new religious ideas can be explained by a number of hypotheses. Amang the explana
tions for the phenomenon are direct politica! actions of the Ptolemaic rulers of Egypt, which are seen in 
the far-reaching diplomatic policy of the first Lagidae. Another hypothesis leans towards the return to 
homeland of the Thracian mercenaries employed by the Ptolemaic army. Lastly, some point to actions of 
individuals who promoted the ideas of Oriental deities as part of their personal beliefs. 

The presented study takes into account al! previous concepts of adoption of the oriental cults in the 
Black Sea region during the Hellenistic period. It backs the hypothesis on spreading the cult through 
individual worshipers as the mast likely. Moreover, it associates it with trade. The sites mentioned above 
were strong centres of grain trade. Due to the lack of convincing evidence of direct trade between the 
Black Sea centres and the Ptolemaic Egypt, it is assumed that the adoption of cults was indirect. The study 
points to the lively trade contacts with non-Egyptian centres, where temples in honour of Serapis and 
accompanying deities operated. Amang these centres Chalcedon in Asia Minor and - above all - Delas 
and Rhodes are named. The discussed examples are yet another argument for the diffusion model of 
spreading the oriental cults in the Black Sea settlement as well as the Mediterranean. 
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